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BarKode User Guide 
The purpose of this user guide is to provide information about the Indigo Mountain BarKode 
Scanner v3 application, why it was created, the benefits it provides to Dell KACE customers and 
how to install, configure and use the application. 

What is BarKode? 
BarKode from Indigo Mountain is an application developed for both IOS and Android hand held 
devices, to provide Dell KACE customers with additional functionality within the Asset 
Management space of their K1000 appliance. 

Without the BarKode application, the data within the Asset Management area of Dell KACE has 

to be manually managed within the web-based Dell KACE console, which can take a 

considerable amount of administration work.  All Asset records have to be either manually 
created and updated, or alternatively uploaded from within a prepared CSV spreadsheet. This 
typically amounts to a level of effort that will quickly outweigh the benefit of an Asset 
Management program. 

What does BarKode do? 
The Indigo Mountain BarKode application enables Dell KACE customers to create and update 
Asset Management information directly into the Dell KACE database, for any asset type (e.g. 

computers, printers) just by using a simple interface – a handheld IOS or Android device.  Asset 
data is stored in the Dell KACE K1000 using an Asset Tag or number as a unique identifier. That 
identifier is held within a barcode or QR code, attached physically to the asset, which can be 
scanned using the BarKode application.  BarKode then adds or updates Asset data into Dell KACE 

K1000 automatically.  Conversely, any changes made in the Dell KACE K1000 database for any 
“BarKoded” asset will be automatically visible on the handheld device.  Data that previously had 
to be updated manually, can now be created or updated dynamically 

BarKode Additional Value for Dell KACE Customers 
IT Asset Management as a discipline, once in place, can provide a multitude of potential benefits 
to the business, including but not restricted to: 

• Simplified IT Inventory Management and Auditing 

• Increased Cost Efficiency 

• Improved Procurement Process 

• Better Infrastructure Performance 

• Better Risk Management 

• Improved Compliance 

BarKode provides Dell KACE customers the ability to manage the lifecycle of any Asset stored 

within their Dell KACE database.  The lifecycle of an Asset can be tracked from Procurement 
through to Retirement, and at all stages in between.  As the Asset moves through its lifecycle, 
key data can be associated and updated, so that from a simple report, it is easy to identify where 
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the Asset is, what its function is and who the business owner is.  This is accomplished by 
updating the Asset details with data for Location, Cost Center and Department. 

How Does BarKode work within Dell KACE 

With the BarKode application for Dell KACE, real-life Asset Management processes can be easily 
managed. 

Goods-in: Scan in new Assets as they arrive into your organisation.  Once each asset is scanned 
using the BarKode application, the item will be created in the Dell KACE K1000 
database, and the asset will be connected to the BarKode created asset record.  Any 

future updates to the equipment can then be easily managed using the BarKode 
application. 

It is then possible to see when Assets were received, e.g. status of 'in stock', and 
reports will identify all equipment received which is available for deployment. 

Moves and Changes: The BarKode application enables data to be updated whenever equipment 
is moved or re-allocated within the organisation.  The location and status fields can 

be updated to reflect the re-allocation, so it is possible to report on where the Asset is 
being used.  

Ongoing Audits: For scans or audits that require multiple assets to have the same asset data 

attributes; it is possible to set the data values before the scan, within the BarKode 
application.  This results in all the relevant assets being set with the same data, i.e. 
Location, in the Dell KACE K1000 database. 

Ownership: Assign assets to Users via the BarKode app, which will then display in the Dell KACE 
K1000 users record the assets that they own, also making logging support tickets in 

Dell KACE easier as you can show only owner’s assets within the ticket dropdown. 
This also enables a more robust “Starters and Leavers” process to be put in place. 

Configurations: Create configurations with relationships between assets, by assigning Parent 
assets to child assets, for example assigning Monitor and printer to the host, parent 
PC.  
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BarKode 3 Configuration 
This guide is designed to help users complete the first time configuration for the BarKode 3 
Virtual Appliance by Indigo Mountain. 

This guide assumes you have been provided with the link to download the Virtual appliance 
either for a trial or full release, and have it imported into your virtual environment, if you need 
assistance with importing the VM follow this guide  

Initial Configuration 
 

1. Logging into the Server: 
 

• After Importing the OVF, boot up the virtual appliance and you will be greeted 
with the login console: 

• If you have DHCP enabled, you will 
see the address of the appliance and 
will be able to log into the web 
interface immediately 

• If DHCP is not enabled on your 
network, the IP address will be blank 
and you will need to configure a 
static IP through the console 

• Log into the console, the credentials 
to login are as follows: 

• Username: konfig 
• Password: konfig 
 

 
2. Configuring a static IP address:  

• You will then be led through a 
simple configuration screen to set 
the network settings, Hostname, IP 
address, DNS, Gateway 

• Once you have run through these 
settings the appliance will 
automatically reboot and on the 
login console you should see the IP 
address you provided. 
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3. Accessing the Web interface 

• Open up a web browser (some versions of Internet explorer will not load the 
interface) and enter either the IP or hostname given to the BarKode Appliance 

• You will then see the BarKode Appliance web interface login, the credentials for 
which are the same as the backend login: 

• Username: konfig 
• Password: konfig 

 
4. Linking your Appliance to the K1000 

• Before saving anything here, log into your K1000 and create a new asset type 
called ‘Asset Tag’  

• Click on the K1000 tab on the left hand side 
• Type in your K1000’s IP address (sometimes using the hostname can cause issues) 

and if your k1000 uses SSL on your internal network tick the SSL box 
• The Database name is ORG1, the User is R1 and the default password is box747 
• Click Save, and the Barcode Asset Type dropdown should expand, if it does not, 

double check you have enabled database access in your K1000 security settings 
and have entered the correct IP address for your K1000 and the password 

• Select the dropdown, find the ‘Asset Tag’ asset you created in the K1000. 
• Click Save again 
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• Click test, if successful you will see a response saying the connection is good, 
however if the Appliance is unable to link to the K1000 you will receive an error 
asking you to check your credentials 
 

5. Add in your License 
• Click on the License tab 

• Simply type in the email address used to make your order on our website and the 
license key emailed to you after your purchase 

• If you paid though a method other than our website, send an email to 
support@indigomountain.co.uk and we will provide you with a license key 

• Click save and the license total will update your available licenses 
 

6. Update your Appliance  
• Click on the update tab, the server will check with our repository for any updates 

and display the features and bug fixes included. 
• Click on the Update button and the server will download the update, and restart 

itself to implement the changes 
 

7. The finally step is to setup your K1000 assets to be scannable 
• Log into your K1000 
• go to the Assets tab > Asset Types > then click into one of your asset types you 

will be scanning in, e.g. IP Deskphone 
• Under the asset fields, click the plus button to add a new field. 
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• Name this field ‘Asset Tag’ and under the ‘Type’ column, find and select ‘Asset 
Asset Tag’ this acts as a joining table between the app and the K1000. 
 

8. Download and Configure the App 
• On your Tablet or phone, head to the 

Apple App store or Google Play, and 
search ‘BarKode 3’ it is currently the 
only result that appears. 

• Hit download and open up the app 
• On the login page, enter in your 

BarKode Appliance hostname or IP, 
make sure SSL has been switched to the 
left as it is off. 

• Enter your K1000 credentials, the 
credentials you use here need to have 
admin read & write access to the assets 
section of the K1000 otherwise you will 
encounter errors. 

• Tap Connect to log into the app. 
• You are ready to Scan some Barcodes! 
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Starting the IOS App 
When clicking on the App the initial startup screen will be displayed on 
your IOS device, this will be followed by the Appliance login screen.  

The login screen should contain the address of your BarKode appliance, 
the on/off switch for if your appliance is using SSL and your login name 
and password for the Dell KACE K1000 appliance.  
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Managing Asset Types on Your K1000 
The BarKode app uses Asset Types within your Dell KACE K1000 for a number of things, firstly, 
when your app is configured by the Indigo Mountain team, an Asset Type of Asset Tag is 
created. The Asset Tag, Asset type contains the unique Asset identifier that is associated with 

any scanned Asset, it ensures that every scanned barcode is unique and associated with only a 
single Asset.  

An Asset type of Status is also created, this Asset type contains values pertaining to the status of 
the scanned Asset. Status is used to enable the discipline of Status Accounting as defined within 
the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) Configuration management set of processes. Put simply, by 

applying a status to a Configuration Item or Asset, we simplify reporting and the management of 
Assets. 

Typical values configured within the Status Asset field would be: 

• Active – Used when an Asset is being used 
• In Stock – Used to show this is new equipment waiting to be deployed 
• Stores – Used to show this is spare equipment 
• Retired – Used to show when an asset is no longer used 
• Missing – Used to show that the Asset is missing 
• At Repair – Used to show that the Asset is in the repair loop 
 

By applying the Status you can report simply on active assets or on spare equipment that is 
available for use. 
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Creating a new Asset Type 
The following steps will walk you through the process of creating a new Asset type to scan with 

your BarKode application. It is recommended that as a minimum the following fields are added 
to every Asset Type that is created, however just adding in the Asset Tag field will make the new 
Asset type available on the BarKode app: 

Asset Tag – The unique identifier for every scanned Asset 

Scan Date – The last date that an Asset was physically seen and scanned 

Status – The status applied to the asset that indicates if it is being used 

Instructions 

Within your Dell KACE console click on the Assets menu then Asset Types 

Select New from within your “Choose Action” Dropdown menu 

Enter a name for your new asset type e.g. monitor or Screen 

Within the Asset Fields section, select the blue plus sign to add a field and enter the following 
data: 
• Name - Asset Tag 

• Type – Asset Asset Tag 

Press save at the end of the line to save the data type 

Select the blue plus sign again, to add a field and enter the following data: 
• Name – Scan Date 

• Type – Date 

Press save at the end of the line to save the data type 

Select the blue plus sign again, to add a field and enter the following data: 
• Name – Status 

• Type – Asset Status 

Press save at the end of the line to save the data type 

Finally, add in any other additional data fields that you require for this Asset and Save the asset 
type using the Save button at the bottom of the screen. 

Asset Types – Using Custom fields 
Within the Asset type in Dell KACE, there are a variety of field types available of which any can 

be selected to use within any Asset type. Field types such as notes, dates, single select 
Dropdowns etc BarKode will support any style of custom field within the BarKode UI.  

This means that any data that you need to have recorded against any Asset type within your 
Dell KACE appliance can be created and updated from the BarKode UI. 
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Asset Types – Using Required Data fields 
BarKode does not currently fully support the use of required fields within an Asset type. Whilst 

you are still able to set data fields within the Asset type as mandatory or required, if an Asset of 
that type is scanned and the mandatory field is left blank within the BarKode UI, then BarKode 
will be unable to update the Asset data in the K1000. 

Asset Types – Using Double Scan fields 
Double scanning is available to update data within any field type that does not have pre-set 
values, for example a single or multi select list cannot be used. A double scan is first scanning the 

Asset barcode, on the asset detail screen of the BarKode UI, fields that are available for data entry 
from an additional scan are displayed as follows 

 

More information on double scanning is included in the xxx section of this document. 
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Using the BarKode App 

Scanning a New Asset 
On the Welcome to BarKode Home Screen select the Single Scan option 

To use the Device camera to scan an asset barcode, select the Camera Scan button from either 
the menu or from the top menu bar 

 

Scan Barcode label for the asset using the camera on your device. Once the barcode has been 
scanned and the data captured the app will ask you to select the type of Asset that you would 
like to create within Dell KACE, press Accept to save the Asset Type. 

 

The next screen displayed within the app, will show all of the available data fields for that Asset 
Type.  
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Fields that are available to have data entered from an additional barcode scan are shown in the 
BarKode UI as follows: 

 

Swiping left on the Value Arrow will reveal the scan button 

 

Pressing the scan button will then start the device camera to scan a barcode value which will be 
added into the Asset record in the BarKode UI. 

This functionality can be used to scan in additional data such as Serial Numbers, IMEI numbers 
or any Pre-set barcode values for location etc. 

Complete all of the data fields as required and finally press Accept to the new Asset data to your 
Dell KACE appliance 

The app will show a success pop up if successfully saved. 
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Update an Existing Asset 
On the Welcome to BarKode Home Screen select the Single Scan option 

To use the Device camera to scan an asset barcode, select the Camera Scan button from either 
the menu or from the top menu bar 

 

 

 

Scan Barcode label for the asset using the camera on your device. Once the barcode has been 
scanned the data values held within the Dell KACE K1000 will be displayed on the screen. 

Update the data within any asset fields that are displayed and press the Accept 

button to save the updated data into the Asset record with the Dell KACE 
appliance. 

N.B. If no data is to be changed, i.e. you just wanted to view the data, simply press 
Accept to exit or the Welcome to BarKode link in the top left hand corner of the 
screen 
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Other Methods for updating Asset data 
If you do not wish to scan the barcode asset label, perhaps it is damaged in some way, then it is 

possible to update Asset data using a manual selection. To do this first select the single scan 
option from the BarKode home screen 

Next select the Manual Input button from either the menu or from the top menu bar. 

The following screen will then be displayed 

 

Type in the Barcode number that you wish to update and press Enter to bring up 
the asset data 

Update the data within any asset fields that are displayed and press the Accept 
button to save the updated data into the Asset record with the Dell KACE appliance. 

N.B. If no data is to be changed, i.e. you just wanted to view the data, simply press 

Accept to exit or the Welcome to BarKode link in the top left hand corner of the 
screen 

Asset List 

If you do not wish to scan the barcode asset label, perhaps it is damaged in some way, then it is 

possible to update Asset data by searching for the Asset from the Asset List. To do this first select 
the single scan option from the BarKode home screen 

Next select the Asset List button from either the menu or from the top menu bar. 

The following screen will then be displayed 
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Select the type of Asset that you wish to update and press Accept to display the list 
of available Assets. 

Select the Barcode number of the Asset that you wish to update and press Enter to 
bring up the asset data 

Update the data within any asset fields that are displayed and press the Accept 
button to save the updated data into the Asset record with the Dell KACE appliance. 

N.B. If no data is to be changed, i.e. you just wanted to view the data, simply press 
Accept to exit or the Welcome to BarKode link in the top left hand corner of the 

screen 
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Managing Asset Relationships with BarKode 
The BarKode application can be used to create configurations or manage relationships between 
assets on the Dell KACE K1000. To achieve this functionality the Asset type within Dell KACE 

must be configured correctly, once this is done, relationships can be made using the BarKode UI.	

Relating Assets to Users 
Within Dell KACE it is possible to associate a user record as the owner of any Asset type. 
Assigning ownership means that when looking at the user record within KACE the Assets 

associated with the user are displayed on the screen.  

 

This makes it possible to assign assets to a user, when perhaps they are a new starter to the 
organisation. If the record is also updated when the owner changes then KACE can also be used 
when dealing with leavers from the organisation to ensure the appropriate assigned equipment 
is returned or accounted for. 

To use BarKode to assign assets to a User first carry out the following steps within whichever 
KACE asset types you wish to assign. 

Within your Dell KACE K1000 console, from the left hand menu, go to Assets > Asset Types. 

Select the Asset type to which you need to assign a user 

Within the Asset Fields section, select the blue plus sign to add a field and enter the following 
data: 

• Name - Owner 

• Type – User 

Press save at the end of the line to save the data type 
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N.B. The Field Name must be set to Owner to operate correctly within the BarKode app. 

Finally click Save at the bottom of the screen to save the changes to the Asset Type. 
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Relating Asset to an Owner 
With the fields set correctly within the Dell KACE console, you are now ready to scan and assign 
the owner to the Asset 

If you are using the single scan function within the BarKode app, scan the Barcode label for any 
asset of the correct type, using the camera on your device. Once the barcode has been scanned 

the data values held within the Dell KACE K1000 will be displayed on the screen and you should 
now see an Owner field displayed. 

 

Update the value in the owner field dropdown and press Accept to save the data. 

If you now view the User record for the Assigned Owner in your Dell KACE K1000 Appliance, 
you will see that the Asset is assigned to that user. 

If you are using the multiple scan function within the BarKode app, you will be able to select the 
configured Asset type and then select the value for the User field to apply as part of the multiple 
scan. 
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Relating Assets to Other Assets 
Within Dell KACE it is possible to create configurations by relating Assets to each other. This may 

be of use if an Asset is termed as a parent asset and other attached or associated assets are seen 
as child assets. For example the PC or Device may be the parent asset and the screen, keyboard 
or printers that are attached are deemed to be Child assets. 

Information on configurations such as these can be found within the Device Inventory, in the 
Assets section under Related Assets. 

To relate two Assets together you must first configure the Parent Asset with the link to the sub 

asset and you must also have another Asset type created. In the following example we will relate 
a Device to an attached monitor. To do this, use the following steps: 

Within your Dell KACE K1000 console, from the left hand menu, go to Assets > Asset Types. 

Select the Asset type of Device and within the Asset Fields section, select the blue plus sign to 
add a field and enter the following data: 

• Name – Attached Monitor 

• Type – Asset Monitor 

• Asset Information – related Assets 

Press save at the end of the line to save the data type 

 

Finally click Save at the bottom of the screen to save the changes to the Asset Type. 

You are now able to associate any Asset that is of the type monitor to any Device. 
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Scan and Associate Assets to Assets 
With the fields set correctly within the Dell KACE console, you are now ready to scan and assign 
the Device Asset to the Monitor Asset 

If you are using the single scan function within the BarKode app, scan the Barcode label for any 
Device asset using the camera on your device. Once the barcode has been scanned the data 

values held within the Dell KACE K1000 will be displayed on the screen and you should now see 
an Attached Monitor field displayed. 

From the Attached Monitor Dropdown select the value for the monitor you wish to associate 
and press Accept to save the data. 

 

Your Asset data will now be updated within your Dell KACE K1000 and the associated Asset can 
now be seen within the Inventory > Asset > Related Asset section of the device Inventory record. 
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Owner Scans 
Whilst you are able to add a user field to any asset type, this will enable you to scan and update 
a single asset record, associating it with the user. The Owner scan functionality has been 
designed to allow any number of different asset types to be allocated to a user, by first selecting 

the user as the Owner, then scanning all assigned equipment. This can be very useful as part of a 
new starter or leaver process, in particular if the ownership of the equipment continues to be 
updated throughout the lifecycle of the equipment.  

To scan an Asset type using an Owner scan you will need to have a user field added to the Asset 
type named Owner, as described in previous sections of this document. 

Completing an Owner Scan 
The following steps walk you through the process of completing an Owner scan. From the 
BarKode main menu select Owner 

The BarKode app will then display a window containing a 
list of users taken from your Dell KACE K1000, there is 

also a search bar at the top of the window to enable you 
to start typing the Owner name that you require. 

 

 

Select the owner name that you require and the 

BarKode app will return you back to the Owner scan 
home page. 

You will then have the standard three options to select 
from for Barcode entry. 

Select the Camera scan option to scan the asset using 
the device camera. If the Asset is recognised as existing the Owner field will be set with the value 
of the selected user. 

If the Asset does not exist, then the BarKode app will ask you to select the type of asset that you 

are scanning. Once this new record is created, the owner field will be set with the value of the 
selected user. 

N.B. If the Asset type scanned does not contain an Owner field the BarKode app will not show 
an error, but will show the scan as successful. 

You can use the Asset List option on the Owner scan page to update the Owner value for assets 
selected from a list of available assets. 

You can also use the manual Input option on the Owner scan page to update the Owner value 
for assets by manually entering their Asset number. 

To exit from the Owner scan, select the Home link in the top left hand corner to return to the 
Barkode App home screen. 
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Associate a new Barcode Label to a Device 
On occasions it may be appropriate to change the scanned Barcode label associated with an 
Asset. This may be because the physical label has been removed, is damaged or was incorrectly 
applied. To carry out the replacement is a two-step process the first part of which takes place 

within your K1000. 

Manually create a new Barcode number 
Within your Dell KACE console click on the Assets menu then from the View By Dropdown 
select Asset Type>Asset Tag. 

Select New from next to your “Choose Action” Dropdown menu. 

Enter the number of your new Asset Tag into the name field of your Asset TAG and Click Save to 
save the record. 

You will now need to associate the new label with the device. 

Associate a new Barcode Label to a Device 
The following steps walk you through the process of applying a fresh physical label to a 
hardware asset that has perhaps a lost or damaged Barcode label that will no longer scan. 

Within the BarKode app, choose Single Device Scan 

 

Choose Manual lookup and press select then select the Devices obsolete barcode from the 
manual Barcode dropdown and click Enter 
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In the next screen, drop down the Asset TAG field and select the next unassigned Asset Tag 
value, or the new value that you wish to assign to the asset, attach the label  

 

Press Accept to save the asset and the new tag is assigned. 

To add an Asset using your new Asset Type, apply a Barcode label and scan the label with the 
BarKode app, from the Choose Asset Type Dropdown select your new Asset Type. 

 

Update the data in all the items available and save the Asset record 
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Multiple	Asset	Scanning	
The BarKode app can be used to enter or update multiple assets of a single Asset type, this 
enables speedy updates to your KACE K1000 when booking in new equipment in bulk, or when 
moving multiple items of equipment around your environment or to stores. 

When using the multi scan function, once the required Asset type is selected, you are able to set 
data values for a single or multiple fields for every scanned asset. 

To carry out a Multiple Asset Scan complete the following steps 

From the BarKode app home page select Multiple 

 

On the next screen select the type of Asset that you would like to scan from the Choose Type 
dropdown. 

 

The BarKode app will then display all of the data fields associated with that asset type that are 
not default. On the pop up window the blue tick signifies that the field is selected and a value 
may be set for all multiple scanned items. 

 

To unselect a field, simple tap the item and the blue tick will disappear, to reselect tap the item 
again. 
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When you have selected all of the data fields that you wish to update, select Accept and the 
Asset field values pop up will appear, showing the selected fields. 

 

Set the data value for each data field that will be updated, note leaving a value of Unassigned will 

also mean that the field is not updated. Once the values are set select the Accept button to save 
and you will be returned to the main multiple item scan screen. 

 

To scan an item and set the preset values select the camera icon from the top bar or the Camera 
scan button and use the device camera to scan the barcode value. 

If the Asset scanned already exists the data fields will be updated within the Dell KACE console 
and a scan success message is displayed. 
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If the Asset scanned is new then BarKode app will create a new Asset record with the preset data 
values set. 

 

If the Asset scanned is not of the type selected, you will see a success message for the scan, 
however the app will not update the Asset record within the Dell KACE console. 

After every scan the BarKode app will return to the Multiple Scan homepage. To exit multiple 
scan mode or to set up another new multiple scan, click the welcome to BarKode link in the top 
left hand corner of the app to return to the BarKode app homepage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Indigo Mountain 
Indigo Mountain is a UK based, IT consultancy company. It is a Dell partner who has been 

working with Dell KACE since 2009, providing jumpstart training and consultancy on behalf of 
Dell.  Through our work with KACE customers we have identified some gaps in the KACE 
functionality, from which product such as our BarKode scanner app have developed. 

Indigo Mountain provides consultancy and configuration services on the Dell KACE platform 

most notably in the Service Desk area, providing ITIL aligned configurations for customers 
requiring functionality such as Change or Problem management 

Indigo Mountain also produces a DASHboard to be used with the Dell KACE K1000, enabling 

ServiceDesk and Asset data to be shown with visual KPI’s, the latest version of this being 
provided as an onsite appliance. 

For more information about how Indigo Mountain can help you get the most out of your Dell 
KACE appliances visit www.indigomountain.co.uk, email theindigoteam@indigomountain.co.uk 
or call +44 1733 530530. 


